Internship opportunity at VC-backed startup DataHero

Come help us build the next generation of self-service Cloud Business Intelligence software. Founded in 2011, DataHero is the fastest easiest way for businesses to get insights from their data and share them with clients and teams. We believe in a world where siloed business data across multiple sources can be easily unlocked, presented, and shared - leading to better data-driven insights.

DataHero has previously raised over $10MM in venture funding led by Foundry Group, and was recognized as the winner of the O'Reilly Strata Startup Showcase and named a Gartner Cool Vendor. DataHero is headquartered in Santa Monica and has a distributed team with employees worldwide.

Software Engineering Internship at DataHero

You're a highly motivated UCLA computer science student who enjoys the challenge of building scalable, high-performance back ends for complex web applications. The idea of using your technical skills to enable anyone to analyze data sends a chill up your spine. You have been looking for an opportunity to gain real world software development experience at a hot early stage startup and make a big difference in the company's bottom line.

Even though this is an "internship", you'll immediately contribute as a member of a lean development team - receiving agile assignments in Pivotal Tracker, working on production code, deploying in a Dockerized microservices environment on AWS, and celebrating wins together.

The internship length is flexible - either during the school year only, or extended through the summer depending on fit.

Qualifications

* UCLA CS undergrad or grad student
* Experience developing in Node.js / Express.js, MySQL, PostgreSQL, NoSQL a plus
* Experience developing front end web applications using modern MV* frameworks (React.js/Backbone) + bundlers like Webpack a plus
* Solid understanding of relational database modeling and design
* Strong knowledge of data structures, distributed algorithms, and asynchronous architectures
* Fast learner, curious, hard worker, willing to figure things out.
* Passionate about technology, startups, and love working and learning together with like-minded smart people.

To apply, please send an email with a little bit about your background and interests, with attached resume to jobs@datahero.com.